This course will focus on showing the amazing beauty of the internal structure of plants. Participants will be provided with non-technical and simple explanations of plant cells, tissues, and organs so as to easily understand how plants work. Participants will have the opportunity to make their own slides, use stains and learn basic techniques with which to examine plants at a finer level.

The course will merge art and science, with hands-on activities and time for observation and exploration. It will be of interest to those in the field of art and design who seek artistic inspiration from plants and anyone who wants to find out what plants look like under a microscope. Prior knowledge of plant anatomy or ability to draw is not required.

Date: Sunday 4 May 2014
Cost: $150 (discounts available for QUT staff, students and alumni)
Cost inclusions: Training and course materials
Location: QUT Gardens Point Campus, 2 George St, Brisbane
Course requirements: wear covered shoes, bring lunch and snacks (limited options available for purchase on campus)
Course enquiries: For further information about course content, contact Dr Tanya Scharaschkin t.scharaschkin@qut.edu.au
For all registration or payment queries, contact cpe@qut.edu.au